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Abstract. Distributing backup clients load among the existing backup media

servers can be considered as a part of the general Load Balancing Problem. Each

backup client is connected to specific backup media servers via so called policies

and has specific amount of data to be backed up. Our goal is to distribute

approximately evenly all the backup clients loads among the existing media

servers which handle backup operations. We suggest a heuristic load balancing

algorithm with linear execution time on the number of loads.
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1. Introduction

In computer networking, load balancing is a technique to spread work between

two or more computers, network links, CPUs, hard drives, or other resources, in

order to get optimal resource utilization, maximize throughput, and minimize

the response time. Using multiple components with load balancing, instead of a

single component, may increase reliability through redundancy. The balancing

service is usually provided by a dedicated program or hardware device (such as

a multilayer switch). It is commonly used to mediate internal communications

in computer clusters, especially high-availability clusters. Bin packing problem

may be considered a version of the partitioning problem [5]. The bin packing

problem is to pack a collection of objects into the minimum number of fixed-

size ’bins’ [3]. It is NP-hard. It has many versions, such as 2D packing, linear

packing, packing by weight, packing by cost with many applications. The most

efficient known algorithms are heuristic [2]. Most of them have time complexity
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closer to the linear [3]. For example, the first fit algorithm requires (())

time [1].

There are basically two approaches for distributing the load- statically, before

all the operations start, and dynamically, during the operations execution.

One of the important tasks in backup operations is to distribute the backup

load among the backup media servers in order to reduce the Backup Window.

The basic components of a backup infrastructure are [7]:

1.1. Backup Master Server- the central management and configuration server

for the backup/ restore operations;

1.2. Clients-these are clients from backup perspective, but from functional

point of view they are servers; File servers, DB servers, WEB servers etc. One

particular client can be served by one or more media servers;

1.3. Backup Media Servers-backup the client’s data controlled and managed

by the Master Server. Each Media Server can be linked to set of clients. It’s

better to have more Media Servers, because by this way we can increase the

total throughput since each of the Media Servers handles less clients;

1.4. Storage Backup Devices- usually tape devices/ libraries to store data on.

How many backup media servers we should have is not only a question of how

large is the backup infrastructure (how many backup clients and servers are

there), but it’s a matter of financial considerations as well. For larger networks

containing more backup clients more media servers would be needed as well, but

the number of clients is not the only factor for determining how many media

servers we would need. It should be considered some other factors such as types

of applications, network bandwidth etc. [2].

In the current backup systems, some dynamic load balancing schemes are imple-

mented. Each of the backup media servers is related to specific backup clients

and each client can be served by many media servers. This is determined by so

called backup policies. Each policy determines which backup media servers han-

dle which backup clients. In real world practically each client is always served

by more than one media server for redundancy purposes in order to avoid a

single point of failure. It’s that a common decision each client ise served by

all of the backup media servers. When we have such situation, when all the

clients are served by all the media servers, the backup requests come unpre-

dictable in time and intensity. In such cases for balancing, the backup load can

be used only dynamic approaches. The dynamic load balancing mechanisms are

implemented via so called multi-streaming. The backup flow is partitioned on

different streams and each of those streams is headed to separate tape drive.
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We will present another approach based on static load distribution. We men-

tioned that one of the reason of each client to be served by more than one media

servers is to avoid single point of failure. Let each media server be a duplicate

secondary node set up in active-passive cluster environment. In case of failure,

the secondary node in that cluster would take over the backup operations for

the failed primary one. Thus we can avoid all the single point of failure for

all the media servers. In this scheme we can designate each of the clients to be

served only by one media server. Also let us have  backup clients andmedia

servers and let  be the load for each of those clients, whereas  = 1    . Each

client’s load is the amount of data to be backed up. Then {1 2 3     }
is a set containing all the backup client’s loads. Our goal is to partition this set

to  (number of media servers) subsets 1 2      thus we have minimal

misbalance between the partition loads 1 2     .

The idea is that by optimally distributing the backup clients among the existing

media servers based on their load, we can minimize the Backup Window- the

time period when all backup operations are executed.

Data amount on each backup client changes every day, but it still can be deter-

mined before the beginning of backups. Thus we still can set up policies based

on load balancing approach right before the backup window starts.

The static load balancing task is to designate optimally all the backup clients to

all existing media servers by distributing the loads with minimum misbalances.

2. A New Heuristic Algorithm for Distributing the Client’s Load

The exact algorithm for solving the stated balancing problem is impractical since

its time complexity is exponential on the number of the clients- it searches the

optimal balancing among all possible partitions [11] of the clients loads between

the servers.

That’s why we suggest a new heuristic algorithm, called , for static client’s

load distribution among the existing servers. This algorithm is extremely fast

and can be applied for large numbers of . The basic idea of that algorithm is

to run as many steps (passing through procedures) as  ( is the number of

servers) and for each step to distribute the right load for each server thus we

get a minimum load misbalance between the servers.

Input data for  are the clients  with their loads (the data amount to be

backed up) and the number  of the media servers, which all these backup

clients are assigned to. The number of backup clients is  and their loads are

presented via the  array, and is the number of the servers designated to han-

dle those clients. _ is the array where we will keep the total load for

each of the servers after applying the load balancing algorithm. _

is the array where we will keep track of the clients assigned.
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1. Input data for the APR algorithm

·  - number of clients;
·  - number of servers;

· [] - an array containing the client loads.

2. Output data for the APR algorithm

· _[] - an array of  elements, whereas each element repre-

sents a media server and contains the total backup load for this server.

· _[] - an array of  elements, whereas each element is a

list that represents a media server and contains those backup clients which have

been assigned to this media server during execution of the procedure.

Algorithm APR

Step 1.  =
P

=1[];  = ,  is the average load for the media

servers.

Step 2. Sorting all the elements of  in decreasing order using the counting

sorting algorithm - the fastest algorithm for integers in given interval [11]. The

loads are usually integers but if they are not. Then, it is easy to covert them to

integers without much loss of correctness. Of course the general purpose sorting

algorithm such as quick-sort can be used in any case.

Step 3. In the beginning we mark each element of  as unused by setting

0 for each element of the array named used. Initiating _[] and

_[]. We assign [1] to the first backup media server, [2] to the

second one and [] to the -one.

Thus for  = 4 we have

_[1] = [1] and _[1] = {1},
_[2] = [2] and _[2] = {2},
_[3] = [3] and _[3] = {3},
_[4] = [4] and _[4] = {4}.

Step 4. Building up _[] and _[] by passing through

all elements of these arrays. This is a loop with control variable  = 1 2 3    ,

whereas  is the number of the servers.

For each element _[] we go through all elements of the  array

(this is an inner loop with control variable  =  + 1 + 2 + 3     )

to update the current _[] and _[]. For each unused

element of [] we determine [] (the current load _[]) and
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[] = [] − , where [] is the current difference between the

current load and the average load.

If []  0 then this unused element of  is not picked up and it is not

included in _[], and if  ≤ 0 then this unused element gets
included in _[] and _[].

During the pass through all elements of the  the absolute minimal positive and

negative differences among all the [] values are determined. We pick up the

smaller one and based on that value we determine the selected elements which

are included in _[]. So we can say that our selecting criterion

would be the minimum among all absolute values of [].

Step 5. Print out all the elements of _ and _. Thus

we will get for each of the servers what its load is and what clients are assigned

to that server. Actually each member of the _ array represents a

set of elements, and each element of that set shows a specific client.

Example. Let us have the  = 4 servers,  = 10 clients and the following

values (in GB) for each client: 80 25 12 5 84 65 43 17 32 8.

Table 1

First we can determine  = 380 and  = 3804 = 95. Then after sorting

the elements of  in decreasing order we will get a new array  shown on table

1.

A. For the first pass of the algorithm ( = 1) and _[1] = [1] = 94

we get the following values for [] and for [], whereas [] =

[]− . This is illustrated on table 2.

Table 2
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From table 2, we can see that |[]| = 1, therefore _[1] = 94

and _[1] = {1}.

B. For the second pass of the algorithm, ( = 2) and _[2] = [2] =

80 we will get the following table 3:

Table 3

C. For the third pass of the algorithm ( = 3) and _[3] = [3] = 65

we get the following results on table 4:

Table 4

Here we have|[]| = 2, thus we will have_[2] = 80+17 = 97

and _[2] = {2 7}.
The used element 17 should not be included in our next passes.

We have |[]| = 0 for the last sum, thus we will have _[3] =

95 and _[3] = {3 6 10}. The used elements are 65 25 5.

D. For the last pass, ( = 4) and _[4] = [4] = 43. the non-used

elements are left, thus we will have _[4] = 43+32+12+8 = 95 and

_[4] = {4 5 8 9}.
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We have distributed the load between all four servers as it follows:

1. For the first server, we have assigned client 1 with total data load 94;

2. For the second server, we have assigned client 2 and client 7 with total data

load 80 + 17 = 97;

3. For the third server, we have assigned client 3, client 6 and client 10 with

total data load of 65 + 25 + 5 = 95;

4. For the fourth server, we have assigned client 4, client 5, client 8 and client

9 with total data load 43 + 32 + 12 + 8 = 95.

We got 97−94 = 3 as the difference between the maximal load and the minimal
load, which is the load misbalance. Obviously 3 is extremely low misbalance

which makes this algorithm very successful. Also, we have equal load of 95 GB

distributed over the two other media servers, which makes this procedure quite

precise. Obviously the APR algorithm time complexity without the time for

sorting is  = (), where  is the number of servers and  is the number

of clients because we have  iterations of the outer loop and on each iteration,

we have  processed elements (inner loop). If we add the time for counting,

then  = ()+(+) = (), where  is integer interval of loads, when

 and  are constants.

3. Results and conclusion

The provided  algorithm solves a resource partitioning problem based on

static distribution. It can be used as universal approach for static load balancing

distribution.  has been implemented as a program and tested with different

 (number of clients) and  (number of servers). As  grows, the misbalance

gets lower and lower with small variations (table 5). The higher numbers of

, we have the better load distribution we get, which means this algorithm

is perfect for large infrastructures, containing hundreds and even thousands of

clients. Thus for large number of clients, this heuristic algorithm practically

works as optimal.

Here we have exposed some practical results after running a program imple-

menting this algorithm. Our example (table 5) is for the run time ( ∗ 1000)
and misbalance for a cases with  = 100 to 1200 = 4 and 6 and randomly

generated load array . The run time is received by 1000 times execution of the

program for each  since  cannot be measured (is too small- mostly 0 on one

execution). On figure 1, we have showed the graphics of the run time from table

5 and they confirm the theoretical time complexity () which is linear at

fixed .

To see how the misbalance vary, we have run the algorithm 11 times for  = 1000

and = 4 (11 different randomly generated sequences of loads) and we received

the following misbalances: 3 3 6 5 2 5 3 6 3 1 4 2.

Next, we intend to develop exact algorithms for load balancing with polynomial

time complexity.
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Table 5

Figure 1
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